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Fred Mosteller
Statistician who set the standards for medical evidence

The statistician Fred Mosteller did much to
assess the effectiveness of treatments and
contributed greatly to substantive under-
standings of what works to improve health.
He was a pioneer in meta-analysis and
systematic reviewing techniques. In a classic
study he compared the results of cumulative
meta-analyses of randomised clinical trials
of treatment for myocardial infarction with
the advice being offered in medical text-
books. The results were sobering.

In the early 1990s, Mosteller avidly
encouraged the development of the
Cochrane Collaboration, which disseminates
information about the effects of health care
(www.cochrane.org). Sir Iain Chalmers, editor
of the James Lind Library, which aims to help
people understand fair tests of treatments,
said, “I owe him a lot. I think that the most
important piece of research that Fred did in
medicine was co-conceived with Tom Chalm-
ers in the late 1980s and early 1990s. They
compared what could have been known
about the effects of treatments over a period
of 30 years, had the research community
cumulated evidence scientifically in system-
atic reviews and meta-analyses, with what was
being written about those treatments in
textbooks over that period. Their unsettling
conclusions were that there had been lethal
delays in recognising both beneficial and
harmful treatments.”

In an early project, in 1948, Mosteller was
asked to assist in a large, multi-centre evalua-
tion of the effects of halothane, when it was
relatively new but suspected of causing
deaths, and the US government considered
banning it. The national halothane study was
one of the first multi-centre evaluations in
public health, one of the first collaborations
between statisticians and physicians, and
used, ahead of its time, a large mainframe
computer for statistics. The study found no
evidence that it was associated with a higher
death rate than other forms of anaesthesia.

Fred Mosteller was born in West Virginia,
and brought up in Pittsburgh, the son of a
road builder. He spent his summers working
for his father, using the money for maths tui-
tion at Carnegie Institute of Technology (now

Carnegie Mellon University). He graduated
with a BSc in 1938, aged 21, and took his
masters a year later. His tutor encouraged
him towards statistics rather than engineer-
ing, and steered him towards Princeton,
where he did a PhD in statistics.

In 1946 he moved to Harvard, where he
remained for nearly 60 years. He became
professor of mathematical statistics in 1951
and, mainly thanks to his efforts, the
statistics department was formed six years
later. At this time he started his healthcare
work in earnest. He assisted Harry Beecher
in studies of the pharmacology of pain, with
injured soldiers returning from the second
world war. Later he became head of two
other departments—biostatistics and health
policy management. Recognising the limita-
tions of attempts to control statistically for
the impact of known and unknown factors
on health outcomes, he was a major
advocate of randomised clinical trials. One
of his earliest studies in health care involved
a randomised trial of analgesics. His team
also published one of the first large scale
investigations of the placebo effect.

Mosteller wrote an astounding 57 books,
365 papers in books and journals, and 60
other publications, many of them classics.
Among his many non-medical achieve-
ments, he brought probability and statistics
to the syllabus of US schools by writing the
standard textbook. He presented a statistics

course on NBC television and made contri-
butions to other fields, including educational
policy and historical analysis, which were as
important as his work in health care.

He had been president of the Psychomet-
ric Society, the American Statistical Associa-
tion, the Institute of Mathematical Statistics,
the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, and the International Statis-
tical Institute. He also served as vice chairman
of the President’s Commission on Federal
Statistics, which led to the creation of the
Committee on National Statistics at the
National Research Council. He was an
honorary fellow of the Royal Statistical
Society.

When Mosteller officially retired in 1988
and was made emeritus professor he
retained his office at Harvard. He continued
working full time until 2004 when, aged 88
and with diabetes, he retired to West
Virginia to be near his children.

“It is easy to lie with statistics, but easier to
lie without them,” he memorably said. He
spent research money frugally and grant
givers asked him to spend their money
faster.”

Predeceased by his wife, Virginia Gilroy,
he leaves a son and daughter. [Caroline

Richmond]

Charles Frederick Mosteller, professor of
statistics Harvard University 1946-88
(b 1916), died from diabetes on 23 July 2006.

Longer versions of these obituaries are
available on bmj.com
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Ronald Girdwood
Edinburgh academic whose pioneering research in wartime India led to a new antibacterial agent

Ronald Girdwood was a leader of Edin-
burgh medicine in the 1970s and 1980s, first
as dean of the medical school and then as
president of the Royal College of Physicians
of Edinburgh. His unassuming style was wel-
comed in a city that had grown rather tired
of the calculated flamboyance of medical
giants, and it disguised a shrewdness and
tenacity that made him highly effective. As
dean he kept warring factions apart, oversaw
extension of the school despite financial
cuts, and successfully argued for a new
curriculum, although he personally did not
like it much. As president he oversaw the
building of a conference centre in the heart
of the Georgian “New Town,” the founding
of the college’s journal, and its first overseas
meeting.

He signed up for military service on
graduation in June 1939. He had time for
only one house job, during which he learned
the new technique of bone marrow aspira-
tion, and when he sailed to India in 1943 he
took a sternal puncture needle with him.
The adjacent ship in the convoy was
bombed with the loss of more than 1000
lives.

He was given a free hand to investigate
British and Indian troops suffering from an
epidemic of anaemia, diarrhoea, and wast-
ing, which was sometimes fatal. This was
tropical sprue, the cause of which was (and is)
unknown. The lowest haemoglobin level he
recorded was 28 g/l. He found megaloblastic
changes in the marrow, but because folic acid
was still unknown he used injections of liver
extract and blood transfusions to keep all his
patients alive. He began his research beside
the Brahmaputra at Sirajgunj, where he also
treated Japanese prisoners of war. Their
anaemia was due mainly to malaria and he
felt that doing marrow punctures on prison-
ers would be unethical. Forty years later,
revisiting what is now Bangladesh, he was
made a freeman of Sirajgunj.

Folic acid was synthesised in 1946 and
vitamin B-12 two years later, both by Ameri-
can pharmaceutical firms. He spent 1948 as

a Rockefeller scholar at Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, where despite his distaste for animal
work he produced deficiency disease in
guinea pigs by using two different drugs
simultaneously. Always modest about his
research, he was surprised to learn on a later
visit to the United States that this paper had
paved the way for development of the
antibacterial agent co-trimoxazole.

In Edinburgh he was steadily promoted
and in 1962 became professor of therapeu-
tics. Increasingly concerned about drug side
effects, he was a member of the UK
Committee on Safety of Medicines and
regarded his 1974 BMJ paper, “Death after
taking medicaments,” as one of his most
important. After being dean for two terms
(1975-82) and president of the college
(1982-5) he became chairman of the
Scottish National Blood Transfusion
Association.

He leaves a wife, Mary; two children; and
five grandchildren. [Diana Drife, James

Drife]

Ronald Haxton Girdwood, professor of
therapeutics and clinical pharmacology
University of Edinburgh 1962-82 (b Arbroath
1917; q Edinburgh 1939; CBE), d 25 April
2006.

Robert Calwell

Former general practitioner Belfast (b 1914;
q Queen’s University, Belfast, 1939; AFOM),
d 20 April 2006.
Robert Calwell initially trained to go to sea,
studying medicine after a global slump in
shipping. He married Nancy in 1939 and
they moved into the family home, which
doubled as a practice, and Robert began
working with his father. He stayed in Belfast
during the war, treating the injured from the
Belfast Blitz, and expanded the practice
from around 600 to 8000 patients when the
NHS was set up in 1946. He treated and was
respected by both sides of the community.
Predeceased by Nancy, he leaves three
children and four grandchildren. [Nancy

Haldane]

Neville Oswald

Former consultant physician St Bartholomew’s
and Brompton Hospitals, London (b 1910;
q Queens’ College, Cambridge/Charing Cross
Hospital, London, 1935; TD, MD, FRCP), died
from pneumonia on 19 April 2006.
After serving in the Royal Army Medical
Corps during the second world war, Neville
Oswald helped to establish respiratory medi-
cine in London during the 1950s and ’60s.
He recognised the danger of antibiotic resist-
ance, and he coauthored the first article in
the medical literature connecting cigarette
smoking with cough, sputum, and bronchitis.
He was on the first committee of the Royal
College of Physicians’ Action on Smoking
and Health (ASH). He was also an honorary
physician to the Queen and a deputy
lieutenant of Greater London. He leaves a

wife, Mollie; two daughters; and his grand-
children. [A R Bailey, S E Richardson

(nIe Oswald]

Mary Watson

Former consultant anaesthetist Royal United
Hospitals Bath (b 1911; q Otago, New Zealand,
1935; DA, FFARCS), d 22 March 2006.
Mary travelled to England in 1936, intending
to return to New Zealand, but the second
world war intervened. At the inception of the
NHS, she became a maximum part time sen-
ior hospital medical officer in Bath, soon
being upgraded to a consultant. She con-
ducted research on volume expanders, work-
ing in Bath until her retirement in 1974 and
then for several years as an anaesthetic
locum. [Ian Fraser]
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